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Fluorescence polarimetry has been used to determine the relative partial-wave Auger decay widths for
transitions to states of the XeII 5p46p multiplet after photoexcitation of the Xe* 4d5/2

−1 6psJ* =1d resonance by
linearly and circularly polarized synchrotron radiation. Combination with data on the angular distribution and
spin polarization of the Auger electrons, providing information on the relative phases of the amplitudes,
constitutes the complete experiment on the Auger decay. Multiconfiguration relativistic calculations of the
amplitudes have been performed and compared to the measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum reactions are completely characterized by the
absolute magnitudes and phase differences of the complex
amplitudes of transitions between the initial state and each of
the degenerate final states(channels). Hence thecompleteset
of experimental data signifies that from which all of the am-
plitudes can be extracted. From this information any observ-
able can be predicted, hence providing data for the most
comprehensive test of theory[1]. In recent years many ex-
perimental investigations of photoelectron and Auger elec-
tron emission following inner-shell excitation have been mo-
tivated by the quest for such acompleteexperiment. In this
paper we focus on the complete experiment for the photoin-
duced resonant Auger decay: the resonant atomic-core pho-
toexcitation and its subsequent relaxation via the Auger de-
cay [2].

Any experiment can be considered complete only with
respect to a model describing the process under investiga-
tion. In the case of resonant Auger decay, we imply the two-
step model where the direct photoionization is negligible and
the amplitude of the resonant process is treated as a product
of the excitation and decay amplitudes[3]. Apart from the
total intensity, these assumptions make the description of the
resonant Auger decay independent of the dipole photoexcita-
tion amplitudes, keeping as the goal of the complete experi-
ment only the determination of the Auger decay amplitudes
of the core excited atomic state. In this respect the resonant
Auger decay is similar to the normal Auger decay. On the
other hand, a single electron emitted after the photoabsorp-
tion (in contrast to the two outgoing electrons in the normal
Auger decay) makes the analysis of the complete experiment
for the resonant Auger decay rather similar to the case of
direct photoionization.

Several schemes for feasible experiments yielding infor-
mation on the Auger decay amplitudes have been discussed
theoretically already almost 15 years ago[4]. The main
showcase subjects for the complete experiments have been
the photoionization and Auger decay of rare-gas atoms. A
wide range of experimental techniques have been used to
gain information about these processes including high-
resolution electron spectroscopy[5–15], fluorescence mea-
surements on the residual ion[16,17], spin-polarization mea-
surements on the emitted electrons[18–26], and
measurement of their angular distribution[14,27–31]. Sig-
nificant progress has been made due to advances associated
with the development of third generation synchrotron radia-
tion sources and spin-polarization detection techniques.
However, as was demonstrated recently[21,23], a complete
set of data, which allows extraction of the amplitudes, cannot
be obtained solely from the properties of the emitted photo-
or Auger electrons. Generally a combination of different ex-
perimental techniques is required to provide the complete
information [25,32–34]. Measurements on the residual ion,
especially of its alignment and orientation, give access to
two additional experimental quantities and can provide the
lacking number of independent dynamical parameters. Un-
like the parameters of the angular distribution and spin po-
larization of the outgoing electrons, the ion alignment and
orientation are not related to the phase differences between
the transition amplitudes and therefore allow extraction of
the relative partial cross sections for transitions into different
channels. The method of combining data from observations
of photo/Auger electrons with the data on the alignment and
orientation of the residual ion has been used in Refs.[25,26]
for inner-shell photoionization and normal Auger decay pro-
cesses. For example, in the case of their investigation of the
photoionization of Xe from the 4d shell these authors deter-
mined the orientation and alignment of the residual ion from
the angular distribution and spin-polarization measurements
on the subsequent Auger electron.
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In this paper we consider the complete experiment for the
resonant Auger decay after photoexcitation with synchrotron
radiation (SR) of the strong and well isolated Xe* 4d5/2

−1 6p
resonance. The validity of the two-step model is well estab-
lished for this process[11,15,28]. It was also indirectly con-
firmed theoretically by calculations of the orientation and
alignment of the residual ion in the resonant Auger decay of
the similar 3d5/2

−1 5p state in krypton[35]. The whole process
including the subsequent radiative relaxation of the final
ionic Xe+* 5p46p states can be described as follows:

gSR+ Xe→ Xe* 4d5/2
−1 6psJ* = 1d s1ad

�Xe+* 5p4sLcScJcd6pfKgJ + eA
−s, jd s1bd

�Xe+* 5p4sLc8Sc8Jc8d6s,5dfK8gJ8 + gFL. s1cd

Here Racah notation is used for the XeII ionic levels, while
orbital s,d and totals jd angular momenta of the Auger elec-
tron eA

− characterize different decay channels(corresponding
to emission of different partial waves of the Auger electron)
for a residual ion with total angular momentumJ. The am-
plitude of the Auger decay with emission of the«, j electron
is described by a complex reduced Coulomb matrix element,

V, j = uV, juexp id, j , s2d

whereuV, ju is the(non-negative) absolute value of the decay
amplitude,d, j is its phase, and where the energy of the elec-
tron « is omitted for brevity. The relative amplitudes depend
only on the absolute ratiosuV, ju / uV,8 j8u and the phase differ-
encesd, j −d,8 j8. For states withJ= 1

2 only two amplitudes
contribute to the process(1a)—(1b) and in this case only
three real parameters have to be determined. In contrast, for
the Auger decay to ionic states withJ.

1
2, five independent

parameters are necessary to completely characterize the Au-
ger decay step within a relativistic approach. These param-
eters characterize the amplitudes of the three allowed chan-
nels and their phase differences. One of the five required
parameters, the absolute total Auger width, can be excluded,
if we consider relative decay amplitudes instead of their ab-
solute values[36]. For Auger decay from aJ* =1 initial state,
the interdependence of the four relative parameters, which
can be found from the measurement of the angular distribu-
tion and the spin polarization of the Auger electrons, has
been given explicitly in Ref.[37], thereby demonstrating that
these methods alone cannot provide the complete informa-
tion. However, measurements of the alignment and orienta-
tion of the discrete ionic Xe+* 5p4sLcScJcd6pfKgJ states after
the Auger decay provide additional parameters, which com-
plete the data on the Auger decay step in Eqs.(1a)—(1b).
These results can be provided by analysis of the degree of
linear and circular polarization of the fluorescencegFL in-
duced by linearly and circularly polarized radiationgSR, re-
spectively. It should be noted that the resonant Auger decay
investigated here differs from previous complete experiments
on the Auger decay[22–24,38–40] in that the polarization of
the residual ion state needs to be accessed in a different
manner, namely by the fluorescence, because this is the only
relaxation pathway for the excited ionic states. The fluores-

cence decay channel of the residual ion has been used al-
ready for complete characterization of the resonant photoion-
ization of subvalence atomic shells in Ca and Sr[41,42].

The combination of fluorescence measurements with
those of measurements on the emitted electron was demon-
strated recently for the resonant Auger decay(1a)—(1b) in
the special case of decay to an ion withJ= 1

2 [32]. An ion
with J= 1

2 can only be oriented and not aligned and so only
measurements on the residual ion using circularly polarized
excitation and detection analysis provides new information.
The absolute ratio of the partial Auger decay amplitudes was
extracted in Ref.[32] from the ion orientation parameter and
the combination of the fluorescence data with spin polariza-
tion [22] and angular distribution[14,31] measurements of
the Auger electron for the same process provided the phase
shift between the two amplitudes.

In the present paper we extend these results by presenting
linear and circular polarization measurements following the
Auger decay to substates of the XeII 5p46p multiplet with
J.

1
2, thus obtaining experimentally the relative partial

widths for these transitions and allowing us to compare them
with the theoretical calculations. In comparison with the pre-
vious experiments with linearly polarized SR[17], we use a
synchrotron radiation source with a higher degree of variable
polarization and a higher brilliance allowing us to obtain
results of much better quality in terms of their statistical
accuracy.

To provide a meaningful analysis of the data we per-
formed a set of relativistic multiconfiguration calculations of
the Auger decay amplitudes, extending previous theoretical
studies of the resonant Auger decay of the Xe* 4d5/2

−1 6p state
[15–17,43–49].

The paper is structured as follows. Section II gives a de-
scription of the experimental techniques used and summa-
rizes the obtained polarization fluorescence data. Section III
describes the procedure of extracting the polarization param-
eters from these data and presents the deduced values of
alignment and orientation of the residual ion. In Sec. IV the
relative partial Auger decay widths are determined from
these data, while in Sec. V the fluorescence polarization data
are combined with those from electron spectroscopy of other
authors in order to get further information on the Auger de-
cay amplitudes. In Sec. VI the dynamical models used in the
calculations of the decay amplitudes are outlined, followed
in Sec. VII by a comparison and discussion of the experi-
mental and theoretical results.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were carried out at the ELETTRA stor-
age ring in Trieste(Italy) on the “Circular Polarization”
beamline. The monochromatized SR provides in the photon
energy region around 65 eV an energy resolution of up to
10 meV and a photon flux of about 1012 photons/sec in a
focal spot of about 50350 mm2. For the present experiment
the slits of the monochromator were set to 50mm resulting
in a photon energy bandpath of about 30 meV. An elliptical
undulator produces linearly polarized light of high purity
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sPLù0.99d and almost pure circular polarization
sPC.0.98d.

The experimental setup for measurements of the degree of
polarization of the ion fluorescence is similar to that used in
previous work[17,32], but is briefly outlined here for clarity.
The Xe atoms were flowed into the vacuum chamber via an
effusive nozzle of diameter 300mm to give a background
pressure of 5310−5 mbar (background pressure without gas
was better than 1310−7 mbar). The fluorescence from the
residual ions, which are produced after the resonant Auger
decay, is collected and made parallel by a convex lens of
5 cm focal length. The lens assures fluorescence collection
within a cone of 5° around thez axis defined by the direction
of propagation of the synchrotron beam. Outside the experi-
mental chamber the fluorescence light was propagated
through polarization optics to allow its degree of polarization
to be determined. Subsequently, this light was refocused onto
the entrance slit of a high-resolution fluorescence spectrom-
eter(Jobin Yvon HR460) for spectral analysis. The resulting
wavelength dispersed photons were registered on a liquid-
nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled device. The dispersed fluo-
rescence spectra were recorded using a spherical grating of
300 lines/mm giving a spectral resolutionDl of 0.2 nm.
With this resolution it was possible to register the entire in-
vestigated spectral regions400–600 nmd with a single set-
ting of the grating position. A higher spectral resolution
sDl=0.08 nmd was achieved with an 1800 lines/mm grating
and used for an unambiguous assignment of the fluorescence
lines.

Analysis of the linear fluorescence polarization was per-
formed after excitation with linearly polarized SR by propa-

gation through a sheet polarizer(Pol) [see Fig. 1(a)]. The
degree of linear polarizationPL was determined by recording
spectral intensities with the axis of the polarizer placed par-
allel to the electric-field vector of the exciting SR,I i, and
after a rotation of 90° of the polarizer,I'. Application of the
following equation then yieldsPL:

PL =
I i − I'

I i + I'

. s3d

In the case of excitation with circularly polarized SR, analy-
sis of the degree of circular polarizationPC of the fluores-
cence was required. For this purpose the geometry was
modified by the addition of a rotatable broadband quarter
waveplate introduced in front of the sheet polarizer[Fig.
1(b)]. PC was then determined following excitation with
right-handed circularly polarized light(i.e., with helicity +1)
by keeping the axis of the linear polarizer parallel to they
axis and recording the intensities when the fast axis of the
quarter waveplate was placed at +45°sIRd and −45°sILd with
respect to they axis:

PC =
IR − IL

IR + IL
. s4d

In order to show the overall intensity distribution of the
visible fluorescence emitted from the residual XeII 5p46p
ions following excitation of the Xe* 4d5/2

−1 6psJ* =1d state at
gSR=65.1 eV, the sum of spectraI i andI' is displayed in the
lowest panel of Fig. 2. The wavelengths of the lines analyzed
in this paper are given in Table I where their assignment is
given usingjK notation of Ref.[50] and the order of presen-

FIG. 1. The geometries used to analyze(a) the degree of linear
polarization of the fluorescence(FL) following excitation with lin-
early polarized SR;(b) the degree of circular polarization of the
fluorescence following excitation with circularly polarized SR. Note
that different coordinate systems are used in(a) and(b) as thez axis
in (a) is defined by the polarization axis of the SR, while in(b) it is
defined by the direction of propagation of the SR.

FIG. 2. Dispersed fluorescence spectrum obtained following ex-
citation of the Xe* 4d5/2

−1 6p resonance(see text). The degree of cir-
cular PC and linearPL polarization for each line is shown in the
upper section. A selection of the fluorescence lines is identified
using the numerical notation of Table I.
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TABLE I. The degree of circularPC and linearPL polarization of the fluorescence from the XeII 5p46p
states produced following excitation of the Xe* 4d5/2

−1 6psJ* =1d resonance with circularly and linearly polar-
ized synchrotron radiation, respectively. The corresponding values of orientationA10

C and aligmentA20
L

parameters of the ionic states produced following the Auger decay are given(see text).

Fluorescence transition

No. Initial state Final state l (fluo) PC PL A10
C A20

L

1 s3P2d6pf2g3/2 s3P2d6sf2g5/2 533.933 +0.121(20) +0.017(15) −0.39s14d −0.29s27d
2 s3P2d6pf2g5/2 s3P2d6sf2g5/2 529.222 +0.071(12) +0.255(10) +0.32s6d +0.78s9d

s3P2d5df2g5/2 603.620 +0.079s54d +0.270s40d
s3P2d5df3g7/2 605.115 −0.116s51d −0.092s20d

3 s3P2d6pf3g5/2 s3P2d6sf2g3/2 541.915 +0.275(15) −0.354(12) +0.46s9d +0.88s16d
s3P2d5df3g7/2 553.107 −0.174s22d −0.113s20d
s3P2d5df2g3/2 571.961 +0.300s18d −0.337s31d

4 s3P2d6pf1g1/2 s3P2d6sf2g3/2 537.239 −0.133(11) +0.009(30) +0.44s3d
s3P2d5df1g1/2 594.553 +0.292s92d +0.015s80d

5 s3P2d6pf3g7/2 s3P2d6sf2g5/2 484.433 +0.166(8) +0.082(25) +0.31s9d −0.36s15d
s3P2d5df3g7/2 547.261 +0.057s61d −0.168s73d

6 s3P2d6pf1g3/2 s3P2d6sf2g3/2 460.303 −0.146(12) −0.040(5) −0.40s3d −0.09s1d
s3P2d5df2g3/2 481.802 −0.147s15d −0.019s40d

7 s3P0d6pf1g1/2 s3P0d6sf0g1/2 519.137 +0.027(15) −0.010(12) +0.05s3d
8 s3P1d6pf0g1/2 s3P1d6sf1g3/2 543.896 +0.113(18) −0.018(20) −0.32s5d
9 s3P0d6pf1g3/2 s3P0d6sf0g1/2 488.353 −0.480(15) +0.068(12) −0.54s2d −0.14s3d

s3P1d6f1g3/2 530.927 −0.210s10d −0.082s18d
11 s3P1d6pf2g3/2 s3P0d6sf0g1/2 452.421 −0.388(25) +0.013(57) −0.42s3d −0.02s11d
12 s3P1d6pf1g3/2 s3P1d6sf1g3/2 465.194 +0.009s15d +0.115s32d −0.02s2d +0.32s4d

s3P2d5df0g1/2 545.045 −0.058s20d −0.108s24d
s3P1d6sf1g1/2 575.103 −0.014(16) −0.183(21)

13 s3P1d6pf1g1/2 s3P2d5df0g1/2 536.807 −0.223s35d −0.024s40d −0.33s3d
s3P1d6sf1g1/2 565.938 −0.235(18) −0.002(40)

14 s1D2d6pf3g5/2 s3P1d5df1g3/2 476.905 +0.282(138) −0.120(145) +0.62s44d +0.49s62d
s3P1d5df2g3/2 569.961 +0.335s185d −0.018s110d

15 s1D2d6pf1g3/2 s3P2d5df0g1/2 421.469 +0.153s21d −0.004s15d −0.33s3d −0.05s22d
s3P0d5df2g3/2 448.595 −0.145s61d −0.041s54d
s3P0d5df2g5/2 461.550 +0.189(20) +0.005(24)

s3P1d5df2g5/2 589.329 +0.255s50d −0.008s17d
16 s1D2d6pf3g7/2 s3P0d5df2g5/2 453.249 −0.319(45) +0.070(41) −0.40s8d −0.20s13d
17 s1D2d6pf2g3/2 s3P1d5df1g3/2 416.216 +0.008s43d +0.097s64d +0.01s5d +0.23s8d

s3P1d5df2g3/2 485.377 +0.003(20) +0.100(34)

18 s1D2d6pf2g5/2 s1D2d6sf2g5/2 441.484 +0.109(10) +0.233(30) +0.35s3d +0.49s7d
s3P1d5df2g3/2 478.777 +0.320s30d −0.290s38d
s3P1d5df2g5/2 512.570 +0.092s19d +0.265s18d
s1D2d6sf2g3/2 518.448 +0.341s25d −0.297s38d
s3P1d5df3g5/2 572.691 +0.100s30d +0.272s26d

19 s1D2d6pf1g1/2 s3P1d5df1g3/2 402.519 +0.118s64d +0.010s67d −0.29s5d
s3P1d5df2g3/2 466.849 +0.107(16) −0.005(28)

20 s1S0d6pf1g1/2 s1D2d5df1g3/2 413.881 −0.130(150) +0.024(73) +0.47s54d
21 s1S0d6pf1g3/2 s1D2d5df1g1/2 450.711 −0.534s20d +0.094s22d −0.53s2d −0.15s2d

s1S0d6sf0g1/2 501.283 −0.522(15) +0.081(8)
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tation of the XeII 5p46p states follows previous publications
[17,31]. Only lines which are well resolved were analyzed
for polarization dependence and therefore not all lines shown
in the spectrum are tabulated in Table I. A selection of lines
presented in Table I is identified in Fig. 2 using the numerical
notation shown in the first column of Table I to identify the
initial state and the number in parentheses indicates the final
state. For example, the fluorescence line at 460.303 nm is
given the numerical designation 6(1), where 6 refers to the
initial state of the fluorescence, 5p4s3P2d6pf1g3/2, and(1) re-
fers to the final state, 5p4s3P2d6sf2g3/2, in the order presented
in Table I. The identification of the other observed lines can
be obtained with the help of Table II in Ref.[17], where the
relative intensities are given for each transition. For the as-
signment of the individual fluorescence lines, the high-
resolution spectra were used in combination with the tables
of spectral lines for XeII [50] and XeIII [51].

The results of our linear and circular polarization analysis
to determine the values ofPL and PC are visualized as a
histogram in the upper part of Fig. 2 and the numerical val-
ues are listed in Table I. The final spectrum for each polar-
ization setting used in the above analysis is the sum of eight
individual spectra and the errors given in Table I were cal-
culated including statistical and systematic errors.

Numerous checks were performed to ensure self-
consistency of the data. For determining the degree of linear
polarization, for instance, a convenient internal calibration of
the data exists in that fluorescence lines from XeII 5p46p
states withJ= 1

2 cannot be aligned and hence show a vanish-
ing linear polarization. Fluorescence transitions originating
from J= 1

2 states are distributed throughout the spectral re-
gion of interest. To remove any possible wavelength or po-
larization dependence of the detection system the intensities
of the spectra were normalized such that each of these lines
showed zero polarization. This correction leads to a maximal
change of the intensities of the order of only 5%. The con-
sistency of the circular polarization data was also verified by
measuring the degree of polarization using three separate
methods: changing the helicity of the SR, rotating the sheet
polarizer by 90° and rotating the quarter waveplate by 90°.
Each of these methods gave similar results and the resulting
errors quoted in Table I are calculated from the standard
deviation of these values.

III. ORIENTATION AND ALIGNMENT
OF THE IONIC STATES

The next step of the analysis is to deduce, from the above
fluorescence polarization data, the orientationA10sJd and
alignmentA20sJd transferred to the XeII 5p46p states during
the Auger process. As can be seen from Table I, the values of
PC and PL measured for transitions from the same XeII

5p46p state to different final states differ in magnitude and
even in sign. This is due to the fact that the degree of polar-
ization is also dependent on the total angular momentum of
the final state of the radiative transitionJ8. Another factor,
which needs to be taken into account when extracting orien-
tation and alignment from the polarization data, is the depo-
larization of the initial XeII 5p46p states before fluorescence

takes place. These points are illustrated by the equations con-
nectingPC andPL to A10 andA20 [52]:

PC =
Î3a1

gĀ10
C

a2
gĀ20

C + 1
, s5d

PL =
3a2

gĀ20
L

a2
gĀ20

L − 2
, s6d

whereak
g are known intrinsic anisotropy parameters for the

emitted radiation, which depend only on the angular mo-
menta of the initialsJd and finalsJ8d ionic states in the ra-
diative transition:

ak
gsJ,J8d =Î3

2
Ĵs− 1dJ+J8+k+1H1 1 k

J J J8
J . s7d

Here and below we abbreviateâ=Î2a+1 and use the stan-
dard notations for thenj symbols. In Eqs.(5) and (6) the

quantitiesĀk0
C andĀk0

L sk=1,2d are the statistical tensors of
the XeII state at the moment of radiative decay, produced by
circularly sCd and linearlysLd polarized SR. It is implied that

Āk0
C sJd and Āk0

L sJd are taken in the coordinate systems with
the quantization axis along the SR beam and along the elec-
tric field vector of the SR beam, respectively. The quantities

Āk0
C,LsJd are related to the initial statistical tensors after the

Auger decay via the depolarization factorsDksJd:

Āk0
C,LsJd = DksJdAk0

C,LsJd. s8d

The factorsDksJd are treated within the isotropic model of
the radiation cascade, which has been justified in our case
[17]. They can be presented in a product form,DksJd
=DsJdGksJd, with the factorDsJd due to the cascade depo-
larization and the factorsGksJd due to depolarization caused
by hyperfine interactions. The cascading depolarization fac-
tors DsJd have been presented in Ref.[17] for all the XeII

5p46p states withJ.
1
2. The depolarization factorsDsJd for

theJ= 1
2 states 4, 7, 8, 13, 19, and 20 have been derived in a

similar way and take the values 0.81(8), 0.78(18), 0.95(4),
0.97(3), 0.99(1), 0.75(4), respectively. The factorsGksJd are
calculated similar to Ref.[17] by making use of the assump-
tion of well isolated hyperfine structure levels according to

GksJd = Î−2o
F

F̂4HF F k

J J I
J2

, s9d

where the summation overF runs over all possible values of

the total angular momentumFW =JW + IW with IW being the nuclear
spin. In order to find the final results forGksJd the subse-
quent weighting according to the abundances of the Xe iso-
topes was done. This procedure leads to the valuesG1s 1

2
d

=0.74, G1s 3
2

d=0.86, G1s 5
2

d=0.93, G1s 7
2

d=0.96, G2s 3
2

d=0.75,
G2s 5

2
d=0.83,G2s 7

2
d=0.89.

Values of the orientation and alignment parameters, ex-
tracted from the measured values ofPL andPC are presented
for all the final ionic states in the last columns of Table I.
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Although the values ofA10
C andA20

L extracted from different
fluorescence lines, but originating from the same ionic state,
are consistent, the values presented in Table I were obtained
from the data, marked by the bold-type characters. Similar to
Ref. [17], the criteria have been the intensity of the lines and
the possibility to separate them completely from other close-
lying transitions.

IV. EVALUATION OF RELATIVE PARTIAL
DECAY WIDTHS

As the first application of our data, we deduce the relative
partial decay widthsG, j /G for Auger transitions from the
Xe* 4d5/2

−1 6psJ* =1d state to the XeII 5p46p manifold. Within
the two-step model of the Auger process the alignment and
orientation parameters of the residual ion produced after the
Auger decay take the form[52,53]

Ak0sJd = Ak0sJ* = 1dÎ3Ĵo
, j

s− 1dxH1 1 k

J J j
JG, j

G
. s10d

In this expressionx=J+ j +k+1 and we introduced the par-
tial decay widthG, j =2puV, ju2 for emission of the Auger
electron into the«, j continuum and the total widthG
=o, jG, j. Equation(10) describes a polarization transfer to a
residual ion from an Auger state with unit total angular mo-
mentum initially characterized by the orientationA10sJ*

=1d=Î3
2 (for SR with helicity= +1) and/or the alignment

A20sJ* =1d=−Î2 (for linearly polarized SR). The residual ion
parameters(10) depend only on the relative partial widths
G, j. TheseG, j were extracted from the present dataA10sJd
and A20sJd given in Table I by applying Eq.(10) and are
collected in Tables II–V together with the results of theoret-
ical calculations. The numerical designation given in column
1 corresponds to the labeling given in Table I; to facilitate
comparison with the Auger electron analysis[15] the num-
bering of the corresponding electron lines are also given in
parentheses. For clarity the expanded versions of Eq.(10) for
the particular transitions considered in this paper are shown
in the Appendix[see Eqs.(A2), (A5), (A9), and(A13)]. The
error bars for the relative widths were determined by propa-
gation of the errors in the polarizationsPL, PC, and in the
depolarization factorsDsJd. The results for the relative par-
tial widths (branching ratios) will be discussed in Sec. VII.

To visualize the polarization transfer during the Auger
decay and its connection to the partial widths, we present as
an example a graphical illustration of the angular momentum
distributions for the decay to thes3P2d6pf3g7/2 state(no. 5,
see Table V) following excitation with circularly polarized
light. In the case of excitation with right-handed circularly
polarized light only the angular momentum substate with
MJ* = +1 is populated in thesJ* =1d initial state. The subse-
quent Auger decay to an ion withJ= 7

2 involves emission of
«d5/2, «g7/2, and «g9/2 partial waves, which give distinctly
different polarization distributions of the residual ion. This is
shown in Fig. 3, which was produced using a semiclassical
description of the angular momentum vector distribution
[54],

Wsud = Ĵ−1o
k=0

2
k̂

Î4p
Ak0sJdPkscosud, s11d

whereu is the angle between the angular momentum vector
and the quantization axis andPksxd are the Legendre poly-
nomials. Adding these distributions with coefficients given
by the partial widths into each channel(given in Table V)
results in the angular momentum distribution, which governs
the fluorescence polarization. In the particular case illustrated
in Fig. 3 it can be seen that the Auger decay is dominated by
emission of the«d5/2 wave, which results in a positive ori-
entation of the angular momentum distribution of the ion.
Hence the angular momentum of the ion with all decay chan-
nels taken into account also shows a positive orientation
(positive MJ states are preferentially populated) as can be
seen by the positive value ofA10

C for this state(no. 5 in Table
I).

V. COMBINATION OF FLUORESCENCE AND ELECTRON
SPECTROSCOPIC DATA

To gain information about the phase differences of the
Auger decay amplitudes(2) the fluorescence polarization
data need to be combined with measurements on the angular
distribution and spin polarization of the Auger electron, de-

TABLE II. Relative partial widthsG, j /G of the Auger decay into
the XeII 5p46p states withJ= 1

2 and relative phases of the ampli-
tudesd, j −d,8 j8. First line, present experiment; second line, present
theory, model(e); third line, theory of Lagutinet al. [16]. In addi-
tion to the jK notation, the correspondingLS-coupling notation and
numerical designation(given in parentheses in column 1) of Aksela
et al. [15] are also given for the final states of the Auger decay.

G, j /G s%d
No. Final state s1/2 d3/2 d1

a

4 s3P2d6pf1g1/2 63(7) 37(7)

(23) s3Pd6p2S1/2 44.1 55.9 −2.185

30.1 69.9

7 s3P0d6pf1g1/2 36(4) 64(4)

(28) s3Pd6p2P1/2 0.0 100.0 −2.208

0.0 100.0

8 s3P1d6pf0g1/2 12(7) 88(7)

(30) s3Pd6p4P1/2 6.3 93.7 −2.195

6.9 93.1

13 s3P1d6pf1g1/2 12(4) 88(4)

(36) s3Pd6p4D1/2 1.2 98.8 −2.211

1.4 98.6

19 s1D2d6pf1g1/2 14(6) 86(6)

(46) s1Dd6p2P1/2 11.0 89.0 0.885

15.6 84.4

20 s1S0d6pf1g1/2 65(63) 35(63)

(65) s1Sd6p2P1/2 70.4 29.6 0.795

8.3 91.7

ad1=ds1/2
−dd3/2

.
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scribed in our case by four intrinsic parameters, for example,
a2,j2,b1, andg1 [52,55–57]. The parametersb1 andg1 de-
scribe the spin polarization of the Auger electron due to po-
larization transfer. However, the parameters presently avail-
able in the literature from experiments on electron
spectroscopy following the resonance Auger decay of the Xe
4d5/2

−1 6psJ* =1d state area2 andj2:
(i) The anisotropy parametera2 describes the angular

distribution of Auger electrons[58]

Isqd =
I0

4p
f1 + a2A20P2scosqdg, s12d

whereq is the angle between the directions of Auger elec-
tron emission and the quantization axis,I0 denotes the total
intensity of the Auger decay, andA20=A20sJ* =1d. The an-
isotropy parameter is expressed in the general form as

a2 = Î3s− 1dJ+1/2 o
,,8 j j 8

,̂,8̂ ĵ j 8̂s,0,,80u20dH1 1 2

j j 8 J
J

35 , ,8 2

j8 j
1

2
62p

G
V, jV,8 j8

* , s13d

wheres j1m1, j2m2u j3m3d is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.

(ii ) The dynamical spin-polarization parameterj2 de-
scribes the spin component of the Auger electrons following
excitation with linearly polarized radiation[55,59],

Py =
j2A20sin 2q

1 + a2A20P2scosqd
, s14d

where the notation used is the same as in Eq.s12d and

j2 = − 3Î15 o
, jø,8 j8

s− 1d,−J−j8−1,̂,8̂ ĵ j 8̂s,0,,80u20d

3 H1 1 2

j j 8 J
J5 ,

1

2
j

,8
1

2
j8

2 1 2
62p

G
ImsV, jV,8 j8

* d.

s15d

Explicit expressions for the parameterss13d and s15d in the

TABLE III. Same as Table II, but for final states withJ= 3
2.

G, j /G f%g
No. Final state s1/2 d3/2 d5/2 d1

a d2
b

1 s3P2d6pf2g3/2 14(13) 2(21) 84(20)

(19) s3Pd6p4P3/2 0.2 1.4 98.4 −2.235 −0.090

0.3 1.2 98.5

6 s3P2d6pf1g3/2 6(3) 16(3) 78(5)

(26) s3Pd6p2P3/2 0.3 19.3 80.4 −2.277 −0.096

0.2 15.5 84.3

9 s3P0d6pf1g3/2 1(2) 7(2) 92(3)

(31) s3Pd6p2D3/2 0.0 0.9 99.1 −2.249 3.083

0.0 0.4 99.6

11 s3P1d6pf2g3/2 2(6) 19(7) 79(4)

(33) s3Pd6p4S3/2 0.1 8.1 91.8 0.886 −0.066

0.1 8.1 91.8

12 s3P1d6pf1g3/2 2(2) 55(3) 43(3)

(34) s3Pd6p4D3/2 0.1 65.4 34.5 −2.227 3.103

0.1 56.2 43.8

15 s1D2d6pf1g3/2 5(10) 19(15) 76(7)

(41) s1Dd6p2P3/2 1.1 19.9 79.0 −2.291 3.075

1.9 18.3 79.8

17 s1D2d6pf2g3/2 7(5) 49(7) 44(7)

(43) s1Dd6p2D3/2 1.7 46.2 52.1 −2.288 3.088

3.3 55.4 41.3

21 s1S0d6pf1g3/2 2(2) 6(2) 92(2)

(67/68) s1Sd6p2P3/2 0.0 0.4 99.6 0.792 −0.018

0.0 0.2 99.8

ad1=ds1/2
−dd5/2

.
bd2=dd3/2

−dd5/2
.

TABLE IV. Same as Table II, but for final states withJ= 5
2.

G, j /G f%g
No. Final state d3/2 d5/2 g7/2 d1

a d2
b

2 s3P2d6pf2g5/2 19(2) 79(8) 2(9)

(20) s3Pd6p4P5/2 3.3 95.9 0.8 −2.814 −0.079

3.2 96.0 0.8

3 s3P2d6pf3g5/2 1(3) 103(15) 24(15)

(22) s3Pd6p2D5/2 2.2 96.6 1.1 −2.811 −0.085

2.3 96.6 1.2

10 s3P1d6pf2g5/2

(32) s3Pd6p4D5/2 41.0 52.1 6.9 −2.723 −0.103

40.9 57.0 2.1

14 s1D2d6pf3g5/2 27(35) 79(52) 6(60)

(39) s1Dd6p2F5/2 16.4 72.9 10.7 −2.659 3.101

19.1 64.6 16.3

18 s1D2d6pf2g5/2 22(5) 77(5) 1(5)

(44) s1Dd6p2D5/2 12.7 77.1 10.2 −2.627 3.109

12.9 73.1 14.0

ad1=dg7/2
−dd5/2

.
bd2=dd3/2

−dd5/2
.

TABLE V. Same as Table II, but for final states withJ= 7
2.

G, j /G f%g
No. Final state d5/2 g7/2 g9/2 d1

a d2
b

5 s3P2d6pf3g7/2 57(12) 12(10) 31(8)

(24) s3Pd6p4D7/2 28.9 1.8 69.3 −0.377 3.104

25.4 1.5 73.1

16 s1D2d6pf3g7/2 12(9) 13(10) 75(10)

(42) s1Dd6p2F7/2 2.3 1.7 96.0 −0.492 3.101

1.7 2.0 96.3

ad1=dd5/2
−dg9/2

.
bd2=dg7/2

−dg9/2
.
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case of Auger decay of the Xe* 4d5/2
−1 6psJ* =1d state into the

ionic Xe II 5p46p states with total angular momentumJ
= 1

2 , 3
2 , 5

2, and 7
2 are presented in the Appendix.

The anisotropy parametera2 has been measured in a few
papers[14,27–31]. Higher energy resolution than in other
experiments allowed Akselaet al. [31] and Langeret al. [14]
to determine the anisotropy parameter for the individual

Auger transitions investigated in this paper. The spin-
polarization parameterj2 has been measured for some of the
resonant Auger lines of our interest by Hergenhahnet al.
[22]. The difficulty of spin-polarization measurements, how-
ever, is the low collection efficiency and the resulting low
resolution. Therefore completely resolved experimental data
for all transitions are presently not available.

Figure 4 presents, in the complex plane, the relative Au-
ger decay amplitudes for transition into the final ionic XeII

5p46p states withJ= 1
2. The amplitudes, given by Eq.(2), are

normalized by the conditionuVs1/2
u2+ uVd3/2

u2=1 and the phase
ds1/2

is chosen to be zero. The choice ofds1/2
constrictsVs1/2

to be real and therefore the data forGs1/2
in Table II (related

to uVs1/2
u by the expressionG, j =2puV, ju2) are represented by

a point with an error bar on the real axis. Since the fluores-
cence data give no information on the phasedd3/2

, the data in
Table II for Gd3/2

are represented by the two circles in the
complex plane depicted in each plot. The error bars on this
data are then given by the space between these two circles. In
order to include the phase differencesd1 in this presentation,
the values of cossds1/2

−dd3/2
d were extracted using Eq.(A3)

by substitution of the angular anisotropy parametersa2 mea-
sured in Refs.[14,31] and our data onuVs1/2

u / uVd3/2
u. This

gives the phase difference up to the sign. The error bars on
the phase difference,ds1/2

−dd3/2
, were obtained by propagat-

ing the errors in the determination of the relative partial
widths (Table II) as well as those in the measurement ofa2
[14,31].

Therefore the experimental data on the amplitudes for a
final Xe II state withJ= 1

2 are displayed as a combination of

FIG. 3. An illustration of orientation transfer in the case of
Auger decay to state 5fXe+* s3P2d6pf3g7/2g using a semiclassical
approximation[see Eq.(11)] to render a three-dimensional distribu-
tion of the magnetic sublevels for the residual ion.

FIG. 4. Complex plane of the Auger decay
amplitudes(2) for transitions to the ionic XeII
5p46p states withJ= 1

2. The present data on the
relative partial widths(point with error bars and
circles) are complemented by the phase differ-
ence data extracted from the values ofa2 taken
from Ref. [31] (area shaded by vertical stripes)
and [14] (horizontal stripes) (see text). Vectors
present theoretical results of model(e) for the
Vs1/2

andVd3/2
amplitudes. TheVs1/2

amplitude is
chosen to be real.
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the experimental point(with error bar) on the ReV, j axis for
the Vs1/2

amplitude and the intersection of the rings with
striped sectors for theVd3/2

amplitude. The angle between the
real axis and the vector from the origin to the above inter-
section gives the complex phase. For the particular case of
state no. 19, the positive sign of the relative phase follows
experimentally from the spin polarization data[22,32], as
shown in Fig. 4(a). For the other three states only the solu-
tions with Im Vd3/2

,0 are left on the plots in accordance
with the theoretical calculations. Together with the results
from Auger electron data, the present fluorescence data for
the decay into theJ= 1

2 states presented in Fig. 4 constitute
the complete experiment: the relative complex Auger decay
amplitudes are fully determined. The complex Auger decay
amplitudes calculated using the theoretical model outlined in
Sec. VI are represented by the bold vectors and will be dis-
cussed in that section. It should be noted that in these plots
we do not present the Auger line no. 4, unresolved in Refs.
[14,31], or the very weak line no. 20 because of large error
bars(see Table II).

For the XeII 5p46p states withJ.
1
2, when three decay

amplitudes are involved, there are not enough data available
in order to display the amplitudes in a transparent form
within the complex plane. Therefore we use the following
strategy: having determined the absolute relative amplitudes,
uV, ju / uV,8 j8u, in Sec. IV we introduce them into Eqs.(A6),
(A7), (A10), (A11), (A14), and (A15) from the Appendix.
This procedure yields equations with only three variables:
eithera2 or j2 and the two phase differencesd1 andd2 (see
the Appendix for the notation ofd1 andd2 specific for states
with differentJ’s). In our case, however, only thea2 param-
eters are available from the literature[14,31]. Introduction of
thesea2 parameters into Eqs.(A6), (A10), and(A14) yields
parametric relations betweend1 andd2. The black bold lines
in the plots ofd1 vs d2 in Figs. 5 and 6 are the graphical
illustration of these parametric relations using thea2 param-
eters from Ref.[31] [except for the plots Fig. 6(b) where the
data of Ref.[14] are used due to their smaller error bars for
this state]. The shaded area on these plots is the parameter
space filled due to propagation of the error bars of the ex-
perimental determination of partial widths(see Tables III–V)
and those of the Auger electron parametera2 from Refs.
[14,31] together with the condition thato, jG, j /G=1. If the
value of at least one of the amplitudes is much smaller than
the others, the relative phase of the small amplitude is not
essential and actually cannot be extracted with high enough
accuracy to be compared with theory. This situation is quite
frequent, as is seen from Tables II–V. It is for this reason that
Figs. 5 and 6 show only the selected examples, where the
error bars in the reduced parameter space allow a meaningful
comparison of experiment and theory.

Furthermore, one can show by calculating the Jacobians
for sets of equations fora2 andj2 with respect tod1 andd2,
that at eachJ the parametersa2 andj2 are independent pro-
vided the absolute values of the amplitudes are nonvanish-
ing. Therefore if the parametersj2 are available then Eqs.
(A7), (A11), and(A15) can be reduced using the above pro-
cedure; a nontrivial solution occurs ford1 and d2 and the
complete experiment can be, in principle, performed. Before

analyzing the obtained results we turn to the theoretical de-
scription of the Auger decay amplitudes.

VI. CALCULATION OF AUGER DECAY AMPLITUDES

Detailed information about the calculational procedure
may be found, e.g., in Refs.[60,61]. In particular, the bound
state wave functions of the Auger state Xe* 4d5/2

−1 6psJ* =1d
and of the ionic final states XeII 5p46p are constructed using
the multiconfigurational Dirac-Fock(MCDF) computer code
GRASP92[62]. Intermediate coupling and configuration mix-
ing were taken into account for the ionic states, while the
Auger state 4d5/2

−1 6psJ* =1d is very well described in a pure
coupling single-configuration approximation[45]. To follow
the evolution of the results, when new ionic configurations
are included, we have performed a series of computations by
increasing stepwise the number of ionic configurations in the
wave-function expansions:(a) 5p46p (single-configuration
model), (b) 5p46p+5p47p, (c) 5p46p+5p47p+5p5, (d)
5p46p+5p47p+5p5+5p36p2+5s−25p66p, and (e) 5p46p
+5p47p+5p5+5p36p2+5s−25p66p+5p44f. In order to calcu-
late the Auger amplitudes, separately optimized orbital func-
tions from the initial and final ionic states were used and
hence include some of the relaxation effects. However, no
attempts have been made to incorporate completely the non-
orthogonality effects into the computations. Model(e),
which we use as the final model in our calculations, is close
to those of Tulkki et al. [45] and Akselaet al. [15] (FE
model), except that a larger set of configuration state func-
tions is used in the representation of the ionic states. The

FIG. 5. The reduced parameter spaced2 vs d1 found from a
combination of the fluorescence polarization data and the Auger
electron angular distribution parametera2 [14,31] for the final ionic
Xe II 5p46p states withJ= 3

2. Results of model(e) are indicated by
crosses(see text). The plots shown describe the phase differences in
the Auger decay to theJ= 3/2 states:(a) no. 6, (b) no. 11,(c) no.
12, and(d) no. 17.
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computations differ also slightly in the generation of the
bound and continuum orbitals.

For the calculation of the continuum wave functions we
solved the one-electron MCDF equations for each final scat-

tering state with angular momentumJWtot=JW + jW separately tak-
ing into account the proper direct and exchange potentials
[63]. For these continuum functions orthogonality is en-
forced with respect to the bound state orbitals of the same
symmetry but is obtained automatically for different symme-
tries of the continuum orbitals as well as for differentJtot
owing to the angular momentum selection rules. Each con-
tinuum orbital is therefore used for exactly one many-
electron Auger decay amplitude(2). The normalization and
the phase shifts(scattering phases) of the continuum orbitals
are deduced using the WKB method[64].

The phase shiftsw, j are determined by the(energy-
normalized) asymptotic behavior of the continuum wave
functions, p−1/2sinspr−p, /2−p ln 2pr+w, jd, where p
=Î«sRyd. These shifts are important for the description of
the Auger electron parameters. In the Condon-Shortley phase
convention used here the Auger decay amplitudes(2) can be
written in the formV, j = i,exps−iw, jdu, j, whereu, j refers to
the real reduced matrix element of the electron-electron in-
teraction between the initial bound and the final scattering
state, and is built up from Slater integrals and angular cou-
pling coefficients. The scattering phasesw, j are related to the
phases of the decay amplitudesd, j in Eq. (2) by

d, j = − w, j +
p,

2
+ s1 − sgnu, jd

p

2
, s16d

where sgnx=1 if xù0 and sgnx=−1 if x,0. Tables II–V
contain the relative partial decay widthsG, j /G and the phase
differencesd, j −d,8 j8 [defined in the intervals−p ,pd] in
model (e), allowing calculation of any relative observable
quantity for the resonance Auger decay(1a)—(1b). Note that
the variation of the relative phasesd1 andd2 by p from state
to state(see Tables II–V) are caused by the last term in Eq.
(16). The relative phased2 is due to the relativistic effects,
which cause differences between the electron continuum
wave functions with the same, and differentj : d2 reduces to
0 or ±p provided the relativistic effects are negligible. In our
calculationsd2 deviates from these values only within 5°,
pointing to a small influence of relativistic effects on the
outgoing electron waves.

Table VI presents the branching ratios of the XeII 5p46p
Auger lines. The corresponding high-resolution data were
obtained in Refs.[14,15]. Our calculations are in good agree-
ment with other theoretical MCDF-based calculations
[15,43–45], but deviate substantially for some lines from
Refs. [47,48]. These deviations can be attributed to a less
sophisticated treatment of the Auger electron-residual ion in-
teraction in Refs.[47,48]: neglecting the small components
and using a semiempirical form of the scattering potential.
Although already the single-configuration model(a) repro-
duces the experimental relative Auger line strength quite sat-
isfactorily, including new ionic configurations generally im-
proves the agreement with experimental data(states 3, 7, 8,
9, 17, 18). Despite the overall good agreement between
theory and experiment, there is one striking discrepancy for
the 5p4s1D2d6pf3g7/2 state(no. 16). None of the calculations
can reproduce the small decay rate into this state as derived
from experimental data. Therefore it is hard to expect reli-
able results for other Auger decay parameters for this final
ionic state. Accounting for the final ion configuration mixing
reduces the total Auger decay width of the 4d5/2

−1 6psJ* =1d
state to the XeII 5p66p manifold by about 15%: from 9.75
31013 sec−1 in model (a) to 8.4331013 sec−1 in model (e).

VII. DISCUSSION

Our theoretical and experimental results for the relative
partial widths (Tables II–V) are in a good qualitative and
often quantitative agreement, except for a few cases. The
theoretical results are also in accord with the calculations of
Lagutinet al. [16]: the only exception is the extremely weak
line no. 20(Table II), which is strictly forbidden in the pure
coupling single configuration approximation and is very sen-
sitive to small details of the theoretical models. Experimental
data for this state were obtained with large error bars and we
omit state no. 20 from the following discussion. The configu-
ration mixing only weakly influences the branching ratios
between the different partial widths, therefore it is not illus-
trated here. Especially stable are the results for the states
with J= 5

2 and 7
2, when thes wave does not contribute to the

decay. Although some states(nos. 4, 8, 11, 12) with J= 1
2 and

3
2 show variations of the branching ratios when introducing

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for(a) the final state no. 2 withJ
= 5

2 and (b) that with J= 7
2 (state no. 16).
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new configurations, most of the changes remain moderate.
As an example where strong variation occurs: adding the 5p5

configuration [model (c)] changes the branching ratio,
Gs1/2

:Gd3/2
:Gd5/2

, for state no. 12 (see Table III) from
0.1:56.7:43.2[model (b)] to 0.0:36.4:63.5, while adding
the configurations 5p36p2 and 5s−25p66p in model(d) brings
this branching ratios0.1:61.1:38.9d almost back to the final
one[model(e)]. Theoretical branching ratios for the majority
of states can be qualitatively understood on the basis of the
nonrelativistic strict spectator model, when the Auger transi-
tion effectively proceeds within the ionic core: 4d5/2

−1 5p6

→5p4+«, j , i.e., without any interaction with the 6p elec-
tron. The dominance of the«d channels for the vast majority
of states in Tables II–V is then partly explained by the fact
that the Auger decay into the«s and«g channels is forbidden
for the 5p4 3P and 5p4 1S core states of the residual ion.
Examples of the analysis for the partial Auger widths were
given in Ref.[32].

Despite the general agreement of experiment and theory,
there are a few deviations showing that there is room for
more sophisticated models of the resonant Auger process
considered. For example, for the state 5p4s1D2d6pf3g7/2 (no.
16), the main reason of the above-mentioned large disagree-
ment between theory and experiment for the decay rate(see
Table VI) is an overestimation of the contribution from the
«g9/2 channel(see Table V). The overestimate of theg chan-
nel appears to be a regularity(see states 5, 18), which points

to an effect not included in the theoretical calculations.
More information can be gained from the complex Auger

decay amplitudes. Figure 4 visualizes the relation between
theory and experiment on the level of the decay amplitudes
for the ionic states withJ= 1

2. Experiment and theory are in a
good agreement for the statess1D2d6pf1g1/2 (no. 19) and
s3P1d6pf0g1/2 (no. 8), while there are disagreements in both
the relative phase and the absolute amplitudes’ ratio for the
states 7 and 13. Note that for state 8 no part of the amplitude
complex plane satisfies simultaneously the anisotropy pa-
rametera2 determined in Ref.[14] and our measurements
(the correspondinga2 parameters in Refs.[14,31] are also in
contradiction) and that only data from Ref.[31] are used in
Fig. 4(c). The calculated relative phases(not the phases
themselves) are only slightly dependent on the number of
accounted final ionic configurations: models(a) and (e) ex-
hibit not more than a 2° difference inws1/2

−wd3/2
. Disagree-

ment in the relative phases are likely related to the simple
one-electron model for the continuum Auger electron. An
additional argument for the latter statement follows from re-
sults of the complete experiment for the normal Auger decay
in sodium, Na+*s2s2p64p3Pd→Na++s2s22p52Pd+eA

−ss,dd
[40]. In this example the improvement of the description of
the ionic core crucially changed the branching ratio, but did
not influence the phase difference,ws−wd. Note that the val-
ues ofds1/2

−dd3/2
are not far from ±p /2, which can result in

a large dynamic spin polarization of the Auger electrons in

TABLE VI. Branching ratios of the Auger lines in the resonant decay Xe* 4d5/2
−1 6psJ* =1d→Xe II

5p46p+eA
−.

This work Experiment Theory

No. Final state (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) [15] [14] [15,45] [44] [43] [47,48]

1 s3P2d6pf2g3/2 0.41 0.39 0.56 0.62 0.62 1.03 0.30 0.69 0.55 0.51 9.22

2 s3P2d6pf2g5/2 3.28 3.65 3.65 3.88 3.88 2.66 3.49 3.24 4.17 3.96 0.08

3 s3P2d6pf3g5/2 4.67 4.98 4.98 5.20 5.29 6.09 5.65 4.62 5.82 6.17 10.89

4 s3P2d6pf1g1/2 0.72 0.82 0.70 0.73 0.74 0.65
} 2.57a 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.66

5 s3P2d6pf3g7/2 1.89 2.05 2.05 2.16 2.18 1.36 2.48 1.62 1.63 1.17

6 s3P2d6pf1g3/2 12.51 13.95 11.83 12.33 12.45 15.20 15.05 9.13 15.56 15.55 7.93

7 s3P0d6pf1g1/2 1.28 1.39 1.25 0.70 0.63 0.62 0.73 0.69 0.86 0.81 0.39

8 s3P1d6pf0g1/2 0.32 0.35 0.31 0.82 0.90 0.90 1.07 0.75 1.27 1.21 0.57

9 s3P0d6pf1g3/2 3.22 3.43 3.75 5.76 5.84 6.57 6.44 5.60 6.27 6.62 3.35

10 s3P1d6pf2g5/2 0.17 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.13 0.20 0.17 0.24 0.22 0.12

11 s3P1d6pf2g3/2 3.58 3.96 2.98 2.61 2.79 3.70 3.61 2.43 3.00 3.31 2.16

12 s3P1d6pf1g3/2 2.57 2.93 3.35 2.67 2.58 2.84 3.33a 2.14 3.37 2.94 1.36

13 s3P1d6pf1g1/2 1.97 2.26 1.93 2.19 2.19 2.54 2.94 1.91 3.03 3.09 8.04

14 s1D2d6pf3g5/2 0.56 0.60 0.60 0.63 0.65 0.25 0.32 0.58 0.55 0.54 6.01

15 s1D2d6pf1g3/2 10.20 9.60 10.61 10.77 10.91 13.60 12.45 13.11 10.67 10.35 0.07

16 s1D2d6pf3g7/2 14.97 16.29 16.29 17.15 17.07 2.44 3.66 21.09 10.33 10.09 9.18

17 s1D2d6pf2g3/2 5.36 6.45 5.71 6.12 6.07 6.79 5.87 3.76 5.89 6.06 18.33

18 s1D2d6pf2g5/2 6.31 6.76 6.76 7.12 7.11 7.48 7.68 6.99 6.68 6.72 1.65

19 s1D2d6pf1g1/2 6.25 6.30 6.20 6.57 6.63 9.88 9.50 6.76 6.78 6.72 5.58

20 s1S0d6pf1g1/2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.24 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04

21 s1S0d6pf1g3/2 19.69 13.61 15.40 11.74 11.24 15.04 14.89 13.00 12.57 12.61 13.22

aNot resolved.
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accordance with the propensity rules discussed in Refs.
[47,65].

Experimental and theoretical data, shown as crosses, on
the final states XeII 5p46p with J.

1
2 are compared in Fig. 5

sJ= 3
2

d and Fig. 6 sJ= 5
2 , 7

2
d. When discussing the shape of

these plots it should be considered that they are the result of
the combination of the parametersh1,h2, anda2 with Eqs.
(A6), (A10), and (A14). Taking, for example, Fig. 5, it can
be seen that the reduced parameter space for states 6 and 11
is centered aroundd2=0 (in agreement with the theoretical
predictions). These plots correspond to a negativea2 and
h2!1 (h1 is always small for decay to states withJ= 3

2 due
to the small relative amplitude of the«s1/2 wave for all states,
see Table III). On the other hand, for states 12 and 17 the
reduced parameter space is centered aroundd2= ±p (again in
agreement with theory) and corresponds to a positivea2 and
h2<1. Furthermore, there is some correlation between the
values ofa2 andh2. For example, ifa2 is strongly negative
andh2<1, no values ofd1 andd2 can be found to satisfy Eq.
(A6) (likewise for strongly positive values ofa2 andh2!1).
The fact that the combination of experimental values gives a
reduced parameter space in these plots is a demonstration of
their consistency. Similar discussions can be made for the
plots involving decay to states withJ= 5

2 , 7
2 althougha2 is

expressed in a less simple way. The complete set of data can
be deduced provided the present data can be combined with
similar plots based on the relation betweenj2, h1, and h2
[using Eqs.(A7), (A11), and(A15) in the Appendix].

The error bars ford1 and d2 can be read from Fig. 5.
Taking, for example, state 6 shown in Fig. 5(a), d1 is con-
strained to the intervalss−p ,−p+1.1d andsp ,p−1.1d while
d2=0.0±1.5. These error bars are still rather large in spite of
the reduced parameter space shown in the figure. However,
by assuming vanishing relativistic effects(i.e., d2=0 for this
state), it is even possible to obtain a rather accurate phase
difference(except the sign): d1= ± s2.1−0.1

+0.2d.
Generally, there is a good correlation between the calcu-

lations and the phase parameter plots: the theoretical results
fit or almost fit into the reduced parameter space. Similar to
the case ofJ= 1

2, the sensitivity of the calculations to inclu-
sion of more ionic configurations is small(not shown): the
relativistic splitting, thed2 parameter, remains always small
or close to ±p, while the phase difference between the con-
tinuum electron waves with different,, the d1 parameter,
changes only slightly, especially for the states withJ= 5

2 and
7
2. The latter is in accordance with the discussion of the
branching ratios and can be attributed to the fact that corre-
lations within the ionic core have a stronger effect on thes
wave, which is more localized near the nucleus than thed
and g waves subjected to the repulsive centrifugal force.
Note that despite some qualitative disagreements in the rela-
tive partial widths between theory and experiment(states 11,
2, and 16 in Tables III–V) and especially the crucial dis-
agreement in the relative intensity of the Auger line no. 16
(Table VI), the relative phases of the decay amplitudes for
these states are still within the error bars. This explicitly
demonstrates that only use of the complete set of data can
evaluate the validity of a theoretical model.

In Refs. [47,65] the destructive interference between the
three emitted partial waves has been suggested as a mecha-

nism of decreasing the dynamic spin polarization of the Au-
ger electrons in the resonant Auger decay process(1a)—(1b)
for the final ionic states withJ.

1
2. Close inspection of the

present results leads to a more accurate conclusion. For states
with J= 3

2 andJ= 5
2 only two decay channels dominate,«d3/2

and«d5/2 sh1!1d, with a small relativistic splitting between
the phases of the corresponding amplitudessd2!1d. Then it
follows from Eqs.(A7) and(A11) that j2!1. This situation
corresponds to two decay channels with a small phase differ-
ence between the two amplitudes and has been analyzed a
long time ago[66].

VIII. CONCLUSION

The relative partial widths of the resonant Auger decay to
almost all final XeII states of the 5p46p configuration have
been measured by means of fluorescence polarimetry in
combination with resonance photoionization by both linearly
and circularly polarized synchrotron radiation. Combination
of these data with the data from the angular resolved Auger
electron spectroscopy allowed the determination of the com-
plex relative partial decay amplitudes for the states withJ
= 1

2 and therefore the complete experiment to be performed.
We proved that with our measurements and analysis of the
fluorescence polarization after the Auger decay the complete
experiment is possible for the final ionic states withJ.

1
2,

when three decay channels contribute. The present analysis
results in a significant reduction of the amplitudes’ parameter
space and in a substantial contribution to the complete ex-
periment for the states withJ.

1
2. Our theoretical calcula-

tions based on the relativistic multiconfigurational Dirac-
Fock model are generally in a good agreement with the
experimental data, although further improvements of the
model are needed to achieve better agreement. We found that
the theoretical results are rather stable with respect to mixing
of configurations in the final ionic states and the most impor-
tant improvement is expected to arise from a more precise
description of the Auger electron continuum wave functions.
The developed method can be used for performing complete
experiments in photoionization when the photoion remains in
an excited state decaying by radiation emission.
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APPENDIX

Below are presented explicit expressions for the param-
eters(10), (13), and(15) in terms of the partial amplitudes of
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the Auger decay 4d5/2
−1 6psJ* =1d→5p46psJd+«, j . Notations

for d1 andd2 coincide with the notations in Tables II–V. We
use the notationsN=1+h1

2 for J= 1
2 andN=1+h1

2+h2
2 for J

= 3
2 , 5

2 , 7
2.

J=1/2. Decay channels:«s1/2,«d3/2,

d1 = ds1/2
− dd3/2

, h1 = uVs1/2
u/uVd3/2

u, sA1d

A10 =
1

2N
s2h1

2 − 1d, sA2d

a2 = −
1

Î2N
s1 + 2Î2h1cosd1d, j2 =

3

N
h1sin d1.

sA3d

J=3/2. Decay channels:«s1/2,«d3/2,«d5/2,

d1 = ds1/2
− dd5/2

, h1 = uVs1/2
u/uVd5/2

u, d2 = dd3/2
− dd5/2

,

h2 = uVd3/2
u/uVd5/2

u, sA4d

A10 =
Î5

10N
s5h1

2 + 2h2
2 − 3d, A20 =

1

10N
s5h1

2 − 4h2
2 + 1d,

sA5d

a2 =
Î2

5N
f2h2

2 − 2 + 3Î5h1cosd1 − 3h2cosd2

+ Î5h1h2cossd1 − d2dg, sA6d

j2 = −
3

2Î10N
f− 2h1sin d1 + Î5h2sin d2 + h1h2sinsd1 − d2dg.

sA7d

J=5/2. Decay channels:«d3/2,«d5/2,«g7/2,

d1 = dg7/2
− dd5/2

, h1 = uVg7/2
u/uVd5/2

u, d2 = dd3/2
− dd5/2

,

h2 = uVd3/2
u/uVd5/2

u, sA8d

A10 =
Î3

2Î35N
s− 5h1

2 + 7h2
2 + 2d,

A20 =
1

10Î14N
s5h1

2 + 14h2
2 − 16d, sA9d

a2 =
1

35Î2N
f− 25h1

2 − 7h2
2 + 32 − 12Î5h1cosd1

+ 6Î14h2cosd2 + 12Î70h1h2cossd1 − d2dg,

sA10d

j2 =
3

2Î35N
f− Î14h1sin d1 + Î5h2sin d2

+ 4h1h2sinsd1 − d2dg. sA11d

J=7/2. Decay channels:«d5/2,«g7/2,«g9/2,

d1 = dd5/2
− dg9/2

, h1 = uVd5/2
u/uVg9/2

u, d2 = dg7/2
− dg9/2

,

h2 = uVg7/2
u/uVg9/2

u, sA12d

A10 =
1

2Î21N
s9h1

2 + 2h2
2 − 7d,

A20 =
1

10Î21N
s15h1

2 − 20h2
2 + 7d, sA13d

a2 =
Î2

21N
f− 3h1

2 + 10h2
2 − 7 + 3Î105h1cosd1 − Î35h2cosd2

+ 3Î3h1h2cossd1 − d2dg, sA14d

j2 =
Î3

2Î14N
f+ 2Î5h1sin d1 − Î15h2sin d2

− Î7h1h2sinsd1 − d2dg. sA15d
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